2. G. R. Gale, Biocliern. Phlarinxacol. 13, 1377 (1964) use of the proton and electron particle beams for experimental programs not involving special beam forming. HVEC engineers designed a system to meet the Lincoln Laboratory requirements. A horizontally mounted Model KN-4000 Van de Graaff, instantly convertible for proton or electron operation, was chosen for the particle source. It was specially modified for operation over the wide range of energies required. Beam-switching and quadrupole-focusing elements were designed to provide the desired beam-forming arrangements. Special solid-state power supplies were developed for the optical components. The system was completely integrated.
HVEC built the system to guaranteed specifications. It was installed. And it does everything we said it would do. This is only one example of how HVEC successfully provides engineered solutions to accelerator application problems. We also maintain continuing company-sponsored programs for the development of new accelerator components and accessories. This assures that, as a tool for many kinds of research, your Van de Graaff accelerator will never outlive its usefulness.
For a free copy of our Technical Note 14, "A Forming Network For Proton and Electron Beams," and more information, write to our Sales Offices in Burlington, Massachusetts, or Amersfoort, The Netherlands.
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